who protect and honor the Plant People. This book is for you in appreciation of the wisdom you shared with us. ONE. To them life goes by fast, and sometimes it seems that the moment is all that really matters to them. But I believe, deep down, they do know that change isn’t always for the better; that you have to pick and choose what you give up and what you allow to take its place. All things are connected. That’s why I’m so worried about all our Plant People. Praise for Plant Them Deep. This book stands alone, but of course can be read by fans of the Ella Clah series as well. Informative on subjects ranging from Navajo life to botany, the book enlightens the reader as it entertains. New Mexico Magazine. A tense conclusion. Publishers Weekly. Suspense is their thing, the Southwest is their ‘hood, and they’re imaginative. As always, the Thurlows do a credible job describing Navajo social customs. Rose is feisty. Like I’ve Never Been Gone. Big Log. Too Loud. Little By Little. Box set of 8 x 7” singles presented in hardback book format. Each single features restored artwork from the original 7” releases. Limited to 6,000 copies. Cookies Details. Thurlo, Aimee & David. Rose held her tightly, smelling the baby powder from Dawn’s recent bath and suddenly remembering how she’d done the same for Ella at that age. So glad to see you back home! Dawn. Shimasa, come with us next time! Ella looked at her daughter. Hey, we did all right by ourselves, didn’t we? Dawn nodded but said nothing. Ella smiled at her mother. She really did miss you. Rose smiled at Ella, and gave her a hug as well. Dawn had to tell her all about the trip, and chattered on almost nonstop until it was time for her New Mexican, Praise for “Plant Them Deep: This book stands alone, but of course can be read by fans of the Ella Clah series as well. Informative on subjects ranging from Navajo life to botany, the book enlightens the reader as it entertains.” -- New Mexico Magazine "A tense conclusion." -- Publishers Weekly “Suspense is their thing, the Southwest is their ‘hood, and they’re imaginative. As always, the Thurlows do a credible job describing Navajo social customs. Rose is feisty.” -- New Mexican, This book stands alone, but of course can